The one-piece flow manufacturing line of single and customized products is usually organized as a U-shaped assembly layout. In this study, the characteristics of a single U-line are described and modeled. The worker allocation problem is hierarchically concerned with the task assignment into a U-line and allocate task to workers in sequence. Several products are assembled in 7-task to 297-task problems, and each problem is performed with a given cycle time. The primary purpose is to identify the impact of walking time on both symmetrical and rectangular U-shaped assembly layouts. The minor purpose is to compare the number of workers between two fixed layouts. Coincidence algorithm demonstrates clarifying solutions. To respond to two previous aims, the primary objective function of a number of workers is used. Finally, with the Pareto-optimal frontier between the deviation of operation times of workers and the walking time, its computational study is exemplified to identify good task assignment and walking path.
I . Introduction
Traditionally, a straight assembly line is suitable for mass production. In the circumstance of product variety, an assembly line is replaced with the U-shaped line. The decision to transform straight-line assembly systems to U-shaped assembly line systems constitutes a major layout design change and investment for assembly operations. Proponents of the lean manufacturing and just-in-time (JIT) philosophies assert that U-shaped assembly systems offer several benefits over traditional straight-line layouts [1] especially an improvement in labor productivity. U-lines have become popular in order to obtain the main benefits of smoothed workload, multi-skilled workforce and other principles of the JIT philosophy. Many researchers agree that U-lines are one of the most important components for a successful implementation of JIT production systems [2] , [3] . The U-line is equivalent to the straight line for any allocation of tasks or machines to workers so long as a worker does not work together with other stations (i.e. no crossing loop). The number of workers required on a Uline is never more than that required on a straight line [1] . However, a worker can be either in the similar line or across from the front line to the back line or vice versa. Thus, the historical results of a number of workers from the straight line balancing cannot be used due to lack of the addition of walking time. Walking time is also negligible for U-line balancing problems in most papers [4] - [8] but walking time should be considered as workers follow circular paths and walk on the beginning (front), the ending (back) and the middle (side) U-line to complete their tasks. There are two research gaps to be filled in this paper. The first research question is whether and how much the appropriate walking time between tasks should be considered in the U-line instead of the ignorance as often modeled in the straight line problem. Secondly, the research question is whether different fixed U-shaped layouts affect the number of workers. This paper remarks that adding the walking time at the early percentage of average processing time significantly increases the number of workers. The line balancing problem can be replaced with the worker allocation problem if a single worker can handle multiple tasks. Hierarchically after solving the minimum number of workers, the rest of multi-objective coincidence algorithm for tackling the U-shaped worker allocation problem is developed in this research. The objective of the described study is to allocate workers in single U-shaped assembly line problems having manually operated machines by determining the average processing time percentage.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, previous related literature is reviewed. Section III describes the physical and mathematical models. This model is primarily used to minimize a number of workers needed to perform tasks. Secondly, dual objectives are to minimize the deviation of operation times of workers and their walking time simultaneously with the development of evolutionary algorithm. The combinatorial optimization with the coincidence algorithm and its numerical example are explained in Section IV. Experimental results are presented in Section V. The last section concludes the work and discusses the potential future work.
Data sets of U-shaped assembly line balancing problems
The well-known Talbot's data set based on 12 precedence networks with 8-111 tasks, each of which is combined with several cycle times is adapted to build a total of 64 instances [18] . Miltenburg [14] noted that U-line problem sets with more than 26 tasks may be too difficult to solve in more restricted constraints. However, Scholl's data sets are composed of 168 instances with 25-297 tasks [19] . All instances form the combined data set with 269 instances. Complete descriptions of all data sets are given in chapter 7.2 of Scholl [19] and can be downloaded from http://www.assembly-linebalancing.de. These sets are used for testing ULINO which is applied directly to the Ushaped Assembly Line Balancing Problem of type I (UALBP-I)
U-shaped worker allocation problems
The worker allocation problem consists of providing a simultaneous solution to a double assignment: (1) tasks to stations; and (2) available workers to stations [20] . There are three important differences between the U-line assembly line balancing problem (UALBP) and the worker allocation problem [17] . First, the task assignments are fixed on the U-line. Secondly, walking time is taken into account. Thirdly, there are no restrictions on what machines can be assigned to given workers. In manufacturing, the purpose of worker allocation is to minimize the labor costs, by telling a production facility what to make, when, by which staff, and on which equipment. The reason why this research focuses on the worker allocation is because it is one of the most important decisions that can achieve productivity gains and right sizing in a labor intensive manufacturing system. If one worker can only attend one machine, then the required number of workers is proportional to the number of machines in a workstation. However, one worker operating a few machines is more interesting in this research. Until now, rarely is the study of worker allocation in U-shaped assembly lines found. Much of the existing literature solves the worker allocation problem with mathematical programming by assuming both deterministic data and single objective [21] - [24] . Most papers assume a homogeneous skill in solving the worker allocation problem. Several papers [4] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [13] , [15] , [25] in Table 1 discard the movement of a worker from task location to another task location. Thus, it is determined to be zero: that means no movement within each workstation. However, in lean thinking for the Uline it is necessary to add walking time for operation times. The increase of a number of workers is obviously dependent on walking time, but no papers give results on how much walking time is significant for changing the number of workers. This paper extends more details found in Sirovetnukul and Chutima [26] by assuming one-second walking time from one task to another task. In brief, the summary of related papers on UALBP-I and the research gap of this paper are illustrated in Table 1 .
Worker allocation objective functions
Historical single and multiple objective functions have been studied by several researchers. Efficiency and balance performance measures influencing just-in-time manufacturing (especially in UALBP) are reviewed and shown in Figure 1 . In the study of decision making, terms such as multiple objectives, multiple attributes, and multiple criteria are used interchangeably. Multiple objectives decision making consists of a set of conflicting goals that cannot be achieved simultaneously. The motivation to consider the problem of generating the efficient set of the worker allocation problem comes from the variety of industrial cases where the criteria are related to the minimum number of workstations, smoothed workload in a sense of equity, and minimum walking time to save the space needed for the actual size of a U-shaped line and shorten distance for communication between workers. *Walking time is set at one unit for adjacent tasks at the same row and two units for opposite tasks. **Shewchuk [16] did not use the standard problems of precedence constraints and given cycle time.
Table 1
Summary of the papers conducted on single U-shaped assembly lines.
Solution techniques
Using exact solution for small size problems of U-shaped assembly line balancing is studied in some papers. It is well known that traditional assembly line balancing problems (ALBP) fall into the NP-hard class of combinatorial optimization problems [8] As a result of the problem complexity, it is difficult to find an optimal solution in polynomial time. Since both the MALBP and the UALBP are subsets of the ALBP, they are also NP-hard. Therefore, mathematical methods that evaluate the entire solution space are not suitable for large sized problems and heuristics need to be employed in order to efficiently search the solution space. Since last two decades there has been many multiple objective evolutionary algorithms as mentioned by Chutima and Pinkoompee [31] . However, the COINcidence algorithm [26] is preferable to Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [32] due to the additional use of negative knowledge that renders faster convergence speed and less CPU time. The details of COIN are later described in Section VI.
III. Model Configurations

Problem development
The Just-in-time (JIT) production system has been adopted extensively in today's manufacturing industries such as the apparel industry to meet production demands. A U-shaped production line can be described as a special type of cellular manufacturing used in JIT production systems. In recent decades, many apparel manufactures have installed several production systems on their apparel assembly lines such as the traditional progressive bundle system and the automated unit production system [33] .
The assembly line to be studied in this paper is a modular production system (or a single U-line). There are no automated processing machines in the production system. After each worker operates an item at a machine, a worker walks with several patterns such as a circular loop, a rectangular loop, or a straight-line loop and takes it to the next machine and at the end of each intra loop. Generally a worker hands it over to the adjacent worker along the sequence of U-line. From some of the sample companies, there is no equity of workload although line efficiency has been continuously improved. In practice, most companies manage the assembly line problem of type F (given number of workstations and given cycle time) and improve line efficiency by avoiding the complexity of the problem. However, this paper studies the problem of type I: the minimum number of workstations at given cycle times. The evolutionary combinatorial optimization process of Single U-shaped Assembly Line Worker Allocation Problems of type I (SUALWAPs-I) minimizing the number of workers given a target cycle time is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Input parameters
In any time period, the number of jobs is deterministic and job arrivals come from not only new customer orders but also remaining jobs from the previous planning period that were not completed. Each job is an entity worked on many tasks. No job priority (i.e. no preemption job) constraint is allowed: that is, each job is allowed to start its processing whenever it is ready. These jobs are sorted by the daily production order excluding the sequencing problem. The ten standard precedence graphs (7-task to 297-task assembly networks) and various cycle times (the time which is available at each station to perform all the tasks assigned to the station) are input in U-shaped assembly line worker allocation problems [26] . They are referred to in column one and two of Table 4 in Section 3.5. Given precedence graphs for an assembly line are produced from the process of making intermediate parts in the final assembly line.
Characteristics of a single assembly U-line
Although there are many types of U-lines, the configuration of this study is a single Ushaped assembly line only. The U-line arranges machines or tasks around a U-shaped line in the order in which production tasks are serial. The sequence of tasks on the Uline is not fixed, making it possible to reallocate tasks to different line locations. Thus, the assignment of tasks to line locations can be altered. The system is one-piece flow manufacturing moving one piece at a time between tasks within a U-line. One floating worker supervises both the entrance and the exit of the line. The task efficiency is proportional to the worker's performance. Machine-work is not separated from workerwork. Standard operation charts specify exactly how all work is done. Workers can be reallocated periodically when production requirements change (or cycle time changes). This requires workers to have multi-functional skills to operate several different machines or tasks. It also requires workers to work standing up and walking because they need to operate at different locations. Whenever a worker arrives at a task, one performs any needed tasks at the task location, and then walks to the next task. Following the last task of a path, the worker returns to the starting point and works or waits for the start of the next cycle. The characteristics of the single U-shaped assembly line worker allocation problem of type I are shown in Figure 3 (a).
The U-line layouts illustrated in Table 2 machines or k tasks in a U-shape arrangement with the side of M odd or M even. Walking distance and travel speed of each worker are considered into walking time in section 3.5. The values of network density ( D ) are also shown in column III of Table 2 . Network density, a characteristic which measures the strength of this relationship, has been found to be an important factor in influencing heuristic performance in previous investigations of the line balancing problem [18] . The density of the assembly network is defined as the ratio of D , Let d denote the total number of precedence relations in the precedence graph, and N denote the number of task on a U-line. Then,
. Values of D close to 1 indicate a highly interconnected network with fewer alternatives available for assigning tasks to a work station. Values of D close to 0 indicate relatively fewer precedence relationships, and more opportunities for assigning tasks to a work station.
Mathematical model
In this section, a mathematical model for solving the worker allocation problem is described. The symbols used are listed and explained in the next section.
Notation used
The notation used in this section can be summarized as follows: 
Model formulation
This section identifies the minimum number of workers (workstations) in Eq. (1) required in the U-line to obtain the optimum of dual objectives. Besides aiming to increase productivity (minimizing the number of workers or the cycle time), some other goals are important for the addition of high productivity achievements, i.e., a sense of equity among workers and the shortest travel path. Hierarchically both objective functions are calculated accordingly in the same unit of time from Eq. (2), (3), and (4). An ineffective allocation of workers to tasks and machines would yield long idle times (imbalance workload) and long walking time.
Then select ,,
After computing the minimum number of workers in the first step, it is necessary to evaluate and minimize the deviation of operation times of workers (DOW) and the walking time (WT) as seen in Section 3.4.2.1 with Pareto-optimal frontier. 
Objective functions
The first constraint in Eq. (5) ensures that every task is located on the front or back of the line and is assigned to one worker. The next constraint in Eq. (6) ensures that the precedence constraints are satisfied for each task assigned to the front of the line. The following constraint in Eq. (7) does the same for the tasks of the equation (6) assigned to the back of the line. In other words, constraint (6) enforces task sequence assigned on the U-line by a set of ordered pairs of tasks reflecting the precedence relationships; for example, P = (3,1), (5, 10) and (6,9) is the ordered pair of Miltenburg's 10-task problem indicating task k precedes task . l jk X or/and jl X is 1 when worker j does task k or/and task . l Otherwise, its value is 0 or their values are 0. Constraints (7) is the same, but is reversed because task on the U-line can be also assigned at the back line. The variables of x, y, and z are binary solution in Eq. (8) . However, Miltenburg [3] does not take walking distance into account and may not find the best U-line design. Thus, the last constraint of walking time in Eq. (9) is essential to complete the worker allocation problem. The constraint proves that the sum of the manual task times for the tasks in each worker in the first term and the total walking distance in the second term does not exceed the cycle time, C. The coefficient of walking time ()  is varied by TD XY in Figure 3 (a) or the percentage of Average Processing Time (APT) from one task to another task. The average processing time is defined as APT =
Illustrative example
For Miltenburg's 10-task problem, the precedence graph is (3,1), (5,10) and (6, 9) . Suppose that Task Sequence (TS) on the U-line is -1_7_2_-10_6_5_8_9_4_3. This means task 1, which is assigned to the back location of the line. Then task 7 is assigned to the front location on the front of the line. Finally, the rest of task sequence is assigned. The sequence is feasible because the precedence constraints are satisfied with five tasks on the front and five tasks on the back. Suppose C = 10 seconds, and  = 1 at 35% average processing time. Then the assigned task to workers is [ 
Assumptions
In this study, the SUALWAPs-I is subjected to the following assumptions:
 A U-line comprises inexpensive and small non-automated machines. Several identical machines may be found and machines are enough to be allocated in a single U-line;  Machines or tasks are located via a grid arrangement with the same distance of %APT between adjacent task locations in the same row. For other non-adjacent task locations, the walking distance is calculated by the displacement of Euclidean distance;  Trained homogeneous skilled workers have the same efficiency and multi-functional skills and are able to operate any processes or machines. They walk in a circle inside the U-line (also called the zone constraint -machines allocated to each worker must be adjacently located within a loop);  A worker is assigned to one station (or one loop) only;  All parameters and variables such as processing times and walking times are deterministic (known and constant);  The completion time of a machine or task summed with many subordinate tasks is known and a task cannot be split between two or more workers;  Precedence relationships of the problem are consistent from model to model. That is, if task k precedes task l in any model there is no other model where task l must precede task k . Each unit of products is processed through all tasks in the same precedence order;  Setup times (assumed to be less than 10% compared with processing time) are negligible. U-lines can be operated as single-model and mixed-model lines where each worker is able to produce any product in any cycle. Consequently, job sequence is regardless at any period;  The mixed-model task times use the weight of composite demand to transform average task time into the task of a single model. However, a floating worker may be assisted unless task times in some model are feasible;  Learning effect has no consideration since it is assumed that worker performance runs into steady state already;
The mathematical model of this research is not studied in depth because minimizing the number of workers, DOW and WT at the same time make the exact solution too complex to deal with.
Determination of walking time
In the previous papers [3] , [17] , [26] the coefficient of walking time  () is required to travel a unit of distance or one time unit. Thus, in this study the adjacent matrix (FromTo chart) of walking times under displacement distance for each problem of the symmetrical and rectangular shape is initially constructed at one time unit from one location to another location. Each of the walking times between a pair of tasks is directly proportional to Euclidean distance between locations. The example of walking times for the 10-task problem is shown in Table 3 In practice, a worker keeps walking more than one second. However, Balakrishnan et al. [34] Table 4 to find out the initial value that affect the addition of a number of workers for each problem. As an example, the adjacent matrix of walking times for the 10-task problem at the 2:4:4 U-shaped layout is exemplified at 5% APT and shown in Table 3 (b). Afterwards, the matrix that specifies the minimum APT percentage is input to the solution of minimum walking time. [36] . The idea is that most well-known algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) search for good solutions by sampling through crossover and mutation tasks without much exploitation of the internal structure of good solution strings. This may not only generate large number of inefficient solutions dissipated over the solution space but also consume long CPU time. In contrast, COIN considers the internal structure of good solution strings and memorizes paths that could lead to good solutions. COIN replaces high computation time of crossover and mutation tasks of GA and employs a joint probability matrix as a means to generate neighborhood solutions. It prioritizes the selection of the paths with higher chances of moving towards good solutions.
Apart from traditional learning from good solutions, COIN allows learning from below average solutions as well. Any coincidence found in a situation can be statistically described whether the situation is good or bad. Most traditional algorithms always discard the bad solutions without utilizing any information associated with them. In contrast, COIN learns from the coincidence found in the bad solutions and uses this information to avoid such situations to be recurrent; meanwhile, experiences from good coincidences are also used to construct better solutions in Figure 4 . Consequently, the chances that the paths being parts of the bad solutions are always used in the new generations are lessened. This lowers the number of solutions to be considered and hence increases the convergence speed.
COIN uses a joint probability matrix (generator) to create the population. The generator is initialized so that it can generate a random tree with equal probability for any configuration. The population is evaluated in the same way as traditional evolutionary algorithms. However, COIN uses both good and bad solutions to update the generator. Initially, COIN searches from a fully connected tree and then incrementally strengthening or weakening the connections. As generations pass by, the probabilities of selecting certain paths are increased or decreased depending on the incidences found in the good or bad solutions. The algorithm of COIN can be stated as follows. 1. To initialize the joint probability matrix (generator); 2. To generate the population using the generator; 3. To evaluate the population; 4. To make diversity preservation; 5. To select the candidates according to two options: (a) good solution selection (select the solutions in the first rank of the current Pareto frontier), and (b) bad solution selection (select the solutions in the last rank of the current Pareto frontier); www.ej.eng.chula.ac.th 6. For each joint probability matrix ( , ) ij H x x , to adjust the generator according to the reward and punishment scheme as Eq. (10); 7. To apply a strategy to maintain elitist solutions in the population, and then repeat step 2 until the terminating condition is met.
Numerical example
The 10-task problem of the single product with 10-minute cycle time originated by Miltenburg [3] is used to elaborate the algorithm of COIN. The manual task times are two time units for tasks 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, three time units for tasks 1, 7, and four time units for tasks 2, 5, 6. The precedence constraints are (3,1), (5,10), and (6,9). The fixed Ushaped layout of the side, front, and back is 2, 4, and 4 respectively. The walking time from one task to another task is five percent of average processing time. Since the total tasks time is 28, 0.05*(28/10) 0.14.  As a result, the walking time matrix of 5%
APT for each element , () ij x is shown in Table 5 . The task assignment rule is randomized. Learning probability () k and reward or punishment values are assumed to be 0.1. Population size is ten chromosomes and two generations are described step by step as follows.
Joint probability matrix initialization
The number of tasks to be considered is 10. Therefore, the dimension of From-To joint probability matrix ( , ) ij H x x is the matrix 10x10. The value of each element ( , ij x ) in the matrix is the probability of selecting task j after task i . In order to incorporate some precedence relationship into the matrix, in each row the element which belongs to the direct predecessor of the task is set to 0 to prohibit producing such a task before its direct predecessor. For example, the direct predecessor of task 1 is task 3; hence, 13 , x = 0. Also, 11 , x = 0, since it cannot move within itself. Initially, the value of the remaining elements in the first row of the matrix are equal to
Continuing this computation for all the remaining tasks (rows), the initial joint probability matrix is shown in Table 6 .
Population generation
The order representation scheme is used to create chromosomes. The task order list in a chromosome is created by moving forward from one task to another task. If more than one possible task can be selected, the probability of selecting any task will depend on its value on the joint probability matrix. In each generation, the first task (or the first order pair) is selected from the current elitist of the first Pareto-ranked chromosome(s). The same probability of selection will be randomized. For example, task 7 is randomly selected for the first position. After selecting the row of task 7, the set of eligible tasks comprises tasks 1 to 6 and 8 to 10. From row 7 of the joint probability matrix, a task is randomly selected according to its probability of selection ( 7, 0.1111, 
Population evaluation
To find tentative tasks to be allocated on the U-line, all tasks have to be searched through the task order list in both forward and backward directions. The tentative task on forward or backward searching is found first. The task has its task time and walking time to the next task less than or equal to the remaining worker cycle time. If both forward and backward tentative tasks are found, either one is selected randomly. If any task from the task order list has not yet being allocated, a new workstation is opened. This procedure is repeated for the remaining task order list to obtain the number of workers (or workstations), walking time and worker load distribution for each of them. An example chromosome (L 1 ) is shown in Table 7 . The deviation of operation times of workers is calculated from Eq. (3) with jk C = 7.28, 9.46, 6.46, and . 6 28 respectively. Thus, it is equal to 2.918 time units. The walking times of 0.14, 0.14, 0.14, 0.14, 0.10, 0.22, 0.10, 0.10, 0.14, 0.22, 0.14, and 0.14 are summed and the total walking time is equal to 1.72 time units. Having obtained feasible worker allocations three objectives have to be evaluated for each chromosome. Table 8 indicates that all chromosomes give the Table 6 Initial probability joint matrix. same number of workstations; therefore, all of them are eligible for Pareto ranking based on Deviation of Operation times of Workers (DOW) and Walking Time (WT) objectives. The Pareto ranking technique proposed by Goldberg [32] is used to classify the population into non-dominated frontiers with a dummy fitness value that lower value is better. They are assigned to each chromosome in Figure 5 . L5  #1   L1  #1   L8  #3  L10  #2 L2,L3 #2
Figure 5
Pareto frontier of each chromosome.
Table 7
An example of worker allocation in a single U-line. 
Diversity preservation
COIN employs a crowding distance approach [32] to generate a diversified population uniformly spread over the Pareto frontier and avoids a genetic drift phenomenon (a few clusters of populations being formed in the solution space). The salient characteristic of this approach is that there is no need to define any parameter in calculating a measure of population density around a solution. The crowding distances computed for all solutions are infinite since at least two solutions are found for each frontier. Although both objectives of the chromosome L 2 are the same as L 3 , and L 4 are the same as L 9 , task sequence of each chromosome is different.
Solution selection
Having defined the Pareto frontier, the good solution is the chromosome located on the first Pareto frontier (dummy fitness = 1) and there is only one chromosome by the multiplication of reward value and population sizes, i.e. 0.1*10 = 1 solution. However, there are two solutions (L 1 and L 5 ) in the first rank. One of both is randomized, i.e. L 5 = {3,1,7,6,8,5,4,9,10,2}. In contrast, the bad solution is one located on the last Pareto frontier (dummy fitness = 6) and there is only one chromosome by the multiplication of punishment value and population sizes, i.e. 0.1*10 = 1, L 6 ={3,7,4,8,5,6,1,10,2,9}.
Joint probability matrix adjustment
The adjustment of the joint probability matrix is crucial to the performance of COIN.
Reward will be given to x i, j if the order pair (i, j) is in the good solution to increase the chance of selection in the next round. For example, the first order pair (3,1) .1/81=0.0012 For example, the value x i, j where i=3 and j=1 is 0.1222-0.0012=0.121 For the other positions of j in the third row, each adjusted joint probability is 0.1111-0.0012=0.1099 Previously, the summation of probability of x 3,j is equal to one. Continuing this procedure to all order pairs located in the good solution; the revised joint probability matrix is obtained in Table 9 .
On the contrary, if the order pair (i, j) is in the bad solution, x i, j will be penalized to reduce the chance of selection in the next round. For example, the first order pair (3, 7) is in the bad solution of the chromosome L 6 ={3,7,4,8,5,6,1,10,2,9}. Assuming that k = 0.1; hence, the value of x i, j where i = 3 and 7 j  is decreased by k/(n-1-np 3 ) = 0.1/(10-1-0) = 0.0111 The updated value of x i, j of the order pair (3,7), which is later adjusted from Table 9 Table 9 Revised joint probability matrix (good solution).
each adjusted joint probability is 0.1099+0.0012=0.1111. Continuing this procedure to all order pairs located in the bad solution, the revised joint probability matrix is obtained in Table 10 .
Elitism
To keep the best solutions found and to survive in the next generation, COIN uses an external list with the same size as the population size to store elitist solutions. All nondominated solutions created in the previous population are combined with the current elitist solutions. Goldberg's Pareto ranking technique is used to classify the combined population into several non-dominated frontiers. Only the solutions in the first nondominated frontier are filled in the new elitist list. If the number of solutions in the first non-dominated frontier is less than or equal to the size of the elitist list, the new elitist list will contain all solutions of the first non-dominated frontier. Otherwise, tournament selection for Pareto domination [37] is exercised. Two solutions from the first nondominated solutions are randomly selected and then the solution with larger crowding distance measure and not being selected before is added to the new elitist list. This approach not only ensures that all solutions in the elitist list are non-dominated solutions but also promoting diversity of the solutions. According to our example, the first-ranked elitist list from the first generation is L 1 ={7,6,2 
Table 10
Revised joint probability matrix (bad solution). 
Worker allocation
Finally, the results of 10-task worker allocation of a chromosome L 1 or L 11 in a single U-shaped assembly line are exemplified in Table 12 and Figure 6 and 7. Previously, its detailed calculation is clearly described in Table 7 . 
V. Experimental Results
Multi-objective solutions
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, computational results with multiple objectives are obtained on a set of single U-shaped assembly line worker allocation problems, which have 7 to 297 tasks set. From the previous results of convergence to the Pareto-optimal set, spread and ratio of non-dominated solution, and CPU time, COIN seems to perform better than well-known NSGA-II for most problem sets [26] . The multi-objective solution in this study is solved with hierarchical procedure. First, the objective function of a number of workers is minimized. Secondly, only a minimum number of workers are selected to further evaluate a pair of minimum DOW and WT objective values as the Pareto-optimum frontier. In this paper, the multiobjective coincidence algorithm is encoded and programmed by using MATLAB R2008a on an AMD Athlon TM 64 Processor 3500+ 2.21 GHz PC with 960 MB DDR-SDRAM., and the set of test problems are run at the 30 generations that are enough for attaining the major and minor aims in the paper.
A number of workers
In this section, a variety of proposed average processing time percentages is tested in every problem. The computational results of a number of workers at the symmetrical and rectangular layouts are shown in Table 13 (a) and 13(b), respectively. A number of tasks that are representative in each problem are shown in the first column. The second column displays the summation of processing times. The cycle time is determined from test-bed problems [3] , [7] , [13] , [26] in the third column. The theoretical number of workers in the fourth column is calculated with the second column divided by the third column. However, no paper displays the minimum number of workers for 7-task to 297-task U-shaped worker allocation problems with mathematical optimization techniques. Thus, the straight-line ULINO for the line balancing problem of type I [7] is benchmarked as the lower bound on quantity of workers in the fifth column. The values of a number of workers in various %APT display from column six to column twenty-one in every problem. The results show that the greater the walking time or %APT is, the larger the number of workers are. An example is shown in Figure 7 .
From the experimental results of symmetrical and rectangular U-shaped layouts in Table 14 , increasing only one worker in the first objective is sensitive to determining the walking time at only five percent of average processing time (or 0.14 to 65.61 seconds) in most problems. The 11-task problem is at the ten %APT (or 0.42 seconds.); the 19-task problem is at the 20 %APT (or 4.08 s.); and the 45-task problem is at the 15 %APT (or 1.84 seconds). It gives a conclusion that a decision to change a little walking time significantly effects the supplement of a larger number of workers in a single U-line. For every problem, the fixed average process time percentage shown in the second and third columns is representative to initial walking time that makes a number of workers different from the straight-line layout that is not taking walking time into account. The differences of a number of workers between both layouts for all problems are shown in the fourth column. A number of workers at the symmetrical Uline are the same as a number of workers at the rectangular U-line throughout a range of percentage for 7-task and 10-task problems due to their identical layouts at 1:3:3 and 2:4:4, respectively. From 11-task to 297-task problems, the first different values of number of workers between symmetrical and rectangular layouts are shown as each of %APT. However, from Table 13 (a) and 13(b) they are different only one worker and for the rest of the first %APT of every problem a number of workers are mostly the same between symmetrical and rectangular U-line.
For an illustrative example, the experiment of 19-task problem in Figure 8 shows that walking time should be taken into account at the beginning of 20% average processing time (4.08 s.). After that, the difference of number of workers between the symmetrical and rectangular layouts is cut off at the distinguished line at 60 %APT in the same Figure. 
Pareto-optimal frontier
Similar to the 10-task worker allocation example in the section 4.2.8, this section needs to discover the results of DOW and WT good frontier on the first rank after running thirty generations. The Pareto-optimum frontier between DOW and WT of Arcus' 111-task problem at the 5% APT is exemplified and shown in Figure 9 . Nine points (or nine chromosomes) give the best solutions indifferently. After that, each of them is essential to assign tasks to all workers. There are a lot of task assignments for many worker allocation problems. Repeatedly, the steps for assigning task are the same as described in Section 4.2.8. 
VI. Conclusions and future work
This paper presents the impact of walking time on the SUALWAPs of type I in a one-piece flow production environment under the 7-task to 297-task problems. Combinatorial optimization with multi-objective coincidence algorithm (COIN) as a novel evolutionary algorithm recognizes the positive knowledge appearing in the order pairs of the good solution by giving a marginal reward (increased probability) to its related element of the joint probability matrix. In contrast, the negative knowledge found in the order pairs of the bad solution, which is often remiss in most algorithms, is also utilized in COIN (reduced probability) to prevent undesirable solutions coincidentally found in this generation to be less recurrent in the next generation. The performances of COIN and its variances are solved with hierarchical procedure. First, the objective function of a number of workers is minimized. Secondly, only a minimum filtered number of workers are brought to discover the minimization of DOW and WT objective functions as the Pareto-optimum frontier. From the experimental results of symmetrical and rectangular U-shaped layouts, incrementing a number of workers in the former objective is sensitive to determining the walking time at only five percent of average processing time (or 0.14 to 65.61 seconds) in most problems. Just a few problems are at the ten and twenty percentage of APT (or 0.42 to 4.08 seconds). It gives the conclusion that a decision to change a little walking time significantly effects the supplement of a larger number of workers in a single U-line. After getting the fixed %APT from one task to another task of all problems, every worker is assigned to do task(s) by the consideration of the latter dual objectives simultaneously. In the future, the authors are going to conduct two research topics. First, the problem of U-line will be developed in other models such as the shared-center U-line. Secondly, the negative knowledge of the coincidence algorithm will be extended into other renowned evolutionary techniques such as the particle swarm optimization .
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Figure 9
Pareto-optimum frontier of DOW and WT: an exemplified Arcus' 111-task problem at the 5% APT.
